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Stamford Town Center's mural in partnership with artist Sen2 Figueroa at 100 Greyrock Place

STAMFORD TOWN CENTER CREATES ONE OF
THE LARGEST MURAL PROJECTS IN CONNECTICUT
This spring, Stamford Town Center (100 Greyrock Place) in partnership with renowned international artist
Sen2 Figueroa created one of the largest mural projects in Connecticut. Sen2 comes with an impressive
resume as his work creates an entertaining dialogue between color and motion. Graphic elements, bold use
of colors, sharp lines, and subtle blends that collide intensely amongst a variation of textures and gestural
splashes of color pave way for Sen2's illustrious success with the canvas and large-scale murals in the
United States and around the world.
Sen2’s goal for the project at Stamford Town Center is to provide an uplifting experience to the viewer while
providing a great deal of color structure and continuity to the wall. “Our world lately is filled with ongoing
battles of emotions and turmoil. With this work, I will try to give the audience a moment of sheer joy and
pause in their daily busy lives. This massive structure will be filled with juxtaposed blocks of color, and the
continuity of lines and symmetry will become a reminder that better days are always ahead, and that we
must continue to move forward.”
Along with the recent announcement of the Todd English Food Hall by award-winning Chef Todd English
and the many events that are planned over the coming months, Stamford Town Center is growing its
cultural ecosystem and becoming a destination for cultural activity. “The mural project symbolizes a new
beginning for the mall. Stamford Town Center is deliberately repositioning its place in the community,” said
Alexander Yaraghi, Business Development Manager for Stamford Town Center. “Instead of being a typical
mall that you can find anywhere in Connecticut, and really throughout the country, the mall is becoming a
regional destination for world-renowned art, unique culinary experiences, and dynamic cultural events.”
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SHIRO Dessert owner Sabrina Yang

SHIRO DESSERT OPENS AT 172 BEDFORD STREET
Shiro simply means “white” in Japanese – a fitting name for the cheerful and light atmosphere of the new
Asian dessert shop at 172 Bedford Street. Sabrina Yang, a business major sophomore at UConn
Stamford, grew up in Stamford and has spent many years experiencing the Downtown vibe. A year ago,
Sabrina recognized the unique opportunity to expand the dessert scene in Stamford Downtown by
SHIRO Dessert opening on Bedford Street. Her Asian heritage is on proud display with airy delicacies
such as the green tea crepe cake, the Hong Kong bubble waffle, Korean sponge cake, Shibuya honey
toast, and an Asian twist on the French classic crepe cake called the Matcha Mille Crepe. The drink menu
includes fruit teas, milk tea, and sparkling fruit drinks. Prepare for an incredible culinary experience with
these rare dessert offerings. The future sure seems bright for this hard-working entrepreneur.
Visit SHIRO Dessert at 172 Bedford Street.

STAMFORD RESTAURANTS OWNERS MEET MAYOR SIMMONS

Mayor Simmons and cabinet members, Stamford restaurant owners,
CT Restaurant Association and Stamford Downtown staff

On April 19th, Mayor Caroline Simmons and her cabinet
members, Loren Nadres (Stamford's Director of Economic
Development) and Leah Kagan (Special Assistant to the Mayor)
joined Scott Dolch, President of the CT Restaurant Association,
for an informal gathering with Stamford restaurant owners.
Hosted by the owner of South End's Taco Daddy, the productive
meeting gave the restaurants owners an opportunity to hear
legislative updates on restaurant-related industry issues taking
place in both Hartford, CT, and Washington, D.C. As well as a
chance to discuss their local issues and open up a dialogue with
the new Mayor and her administration.
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WELCOME BENTTO SUSHI
There’s a new addition to Stamford Downtown’s
popular sushi scene, Bentto Sushi, which just
opened at 300 Main Street. The sushi bar uses
fresh ingredients for its delicious sashimi, sushi,
and party platters. Their extensive menu includes
tempura and veggie rolls as well as over 40 types
of special rolls, including unique rolls such as the
Red Mango Roll featuring shrimp tempura,
cucumber/spicy crab, tuna, mango, and avocado.
Both indoor seating, as well as outdoor seating
on their newly created sidewalk patio, ensures a
relaxing lunch or dinner venue. Carry out is
attractively packaged making picking up lunch or
dinner a breeze.
Bentto Sushi (300 Main Street)

Par Shakiban, a restaurateur for over 47 years, is well known in Stamford owning the popular Patisserie
Salzburg in Harbor Point and co-owning the Harbor Point Organic Market with his partner Mark Hill.
Many will fondly remember Eclisse at 700 Canal Street, which Par also owned for many years.
For Bentto Sushi's full menu, visit benttosushi.com.
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Stamford Downtown had a preview tour of
The Smyth (100 Tresser Boulevard)
opening late this summer
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BOXING ANYONE?
Would you like to try an explosive, highenergy boxing and strength workout
designed for all fitness levels and ages?
If so, you may want to explore the new
Rumble Boxing Stamford studio opening on
June 27th at 1 Atlantic Street. Each class is a
10-round, 5-minute fight that delivers
metabolic conditioning and cardio-boosting
benefits. Half of the class explores boxing
drills while the other half is spent on
transformative resistance training. Zero
experience is needed, just a mindset focused
on having fun. Unlike many studios, Rumble's
membership is month to month with no
commitment necessary.
Great promotions are available now until
their soft opening on June 27th.
Rumble was founded in 2017 and currently runs 12 signature locations across the United States, with
dozens of franchised locations opening over the course of the next several months. Stamford resident,
Eric Chasser, is the Fairfield County franchisee, who plans to open a second studio in Norwalk and a yet
to be announced third location. The franchisor, Xponential Fitness, LLC is a publicly-traded company
(XPOF) and is the largest fitness franchisor in the United States with over 2,000 locations across the
country. Xponential Fitness owns ten different fitness brands including Row House, Cycle Bar, and
Stretch Lab. For more information, see rumbleboxinggym.com/stamford.
Rumble is pleased to be part of Stamford Downtown’s Free Outdoor Fitness Classes in Latham Park
offering a free power workout on Sundays at 9 am. Check out page six for the full schedule!
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